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Isis offers  a fully user-definable tactile remote control surface for 
Pyramix editing, recording and mixing functions. Connected to 
Pyramix and/or VCube via Ethernet Isis uses Merging's OASIS control 
protocol to give a very high resolution and high-speed 
communication to all functions.

The main Isis Remote Controller has dedicated keys for machine control, jog/shuttle and jog-wheel editing and the 
large LCD display offers 12 user-definable and multi-functional keys, which can be soft-labelled to give any number of 
user specific functions. All keys are completely user software assignable for total control. 

The main unit also has twenty four additional user-definable keys across two layers that can be used as 48 direct 
access solo/mute/track arming keys, locators, cue triggers or any other function you choose. The high quality 100mm 
touch sensitive moving fader and rotary controls can be assigned to any mixer channel with dedicated Mute, Solo, 
Automation Read/Write functionality. 

For more advanced mixer control Isis has an optional Fader Expansion unit with a further 8 touch sensitive moving 
faders and rotary controls each with dedicated Solo, Mute and Read/Write automation keys. The fader unit also has a 
range of control banks that can layer through large channel configurations as well as preset keys for custom mixer 
arrangements. The Isis Fader Expansion unit connects to the master Isis unit via local RS-232 serial communication.

Technical specs:

Isis-RC communication: 10BaseT Ethernet over TCP/IP

Isis-FE communication: to/from Isis-RC over RS-232

LCD screen: backlit monochrome blue Dot Matrix 240 * 64 pixels

Motorized fader resolution: 1024 steps (10 bit)

Continuous rotary control action with LED position indicators

Jog wheel resolution: 100 pulses per rotation

Max power consumption: Isis-RC 11Watt, Isis-FE 24 Watt

Size: 450mm (W), 300mm (D), 80mm (H)

Weight: Isis-RC 3.5 kg, Isis-FE 3.8 kg


